The great CETA swindle

With a fast approaching European Parliament vote on the EU-Canada trade deal CETA and potential subsequent rows over its ratification in EU member states, CETA continues to draw heavy criticism. A close look at the text of the agreement – and recent declarations designed to reassure critics and gain support for its ratification – shows that concerns over CETA are well-founded. Behind the PR attempts by the Canadian Government and the European Commission to sell it as a progressive agreement, CETA remains what it always has been: an attack on democracy, workers, and the environment. It would be a major mistake to ratify it.
On both sides of the Atlantic, the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) between the EU and Canada is hugely controversial. A record 3.5 million people across Europe signed a petition against CETA and its twin agreement TTIP (Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership). European and Canadian trade unions, as well as consumer, environmental and public health groups and small and medium enterprises (SMEs) reject the agreement. Constitutional challenges against CETA have been filed in Germany and Canada and the compatibility of CETA’s controversial privileges for foreign investors with EU law is likely to be judged by the European Court of Justice.

**CETA fails the consumer crash test...** The agreement contains provisions that could undermine current and future levels of protection for consumers.

*European consumer organisation BEUC*

The controversy has also reached governments and parliaments. Across Europe, more than 2,100 local and regional governments have declared themselves TTIP/CETA free zones, often in cross-party resolutions. National and regional parliaments, too, worry about CETA, for example in Belgium, France, Slovenia, Luxembourg, Ireland, and the Netherlands. In October 2016, concerns in four sub-federal Belgian governments (led by Wallonia) over the agreement’s negative impacts, and in particular its dangerous privileges for foreign investors, nearly stopped the federal government from approving the signing of CETA.

**We congratulate you for your strong stance against CETA in spite of all the pressure on you to abandon this principled position.... Your analysis of CETA highlights concerns shared by many Canadian civil society organizations, including our own.**

*National Farmers Union in Canada, letter to the people of Wallonia and their representatives*

---

**Whitewashing CETA, smearing critics**

Over the past months, to salvage CETA’s ratification process, European and Canadian trade officials have gone into a massive propaganda mode. They have framed CETA as “a very progressive trade agreement” (European Trade Commissioner Cecilia Malmström) which will “shape globalisation” along the principles of “fair trade” and in the interest of workers (Germany’s Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier).

The deal’s critics have been stigmatised as “trade hooligans” (European Council President Donald Tusk) who live in a “post-factual reality” (Tusk, again), “fuelling concerns and fears, which have no bearing on the actual CETA text” (Conservative MEPs Daniel Caspary and Elmar Brok). Large parts of the media have joined the CETA cheerleading, claiming that “much of the criticism, which might be justified for TTIP, does not apply to CETA” (German news site *Spiegel Online*). When the Walloon government, after 70 hours of public consultations on CETA in its Parliament, held up the CETA ratification, media commentators slammed the act as “based on general opposition to globalization, which mainly plays on emotions, largely ignoring facts”. The chair of the European Parliament’s trade committee, Social Democratic MEP Bernd Lange, called the Walloon call for a re-negotiation of CETA “one step further towards the destruction of the European Union”.

**The new favourite media frame to dismiss people opposed to these agreements? Isolationism.**

*Murray Dobbin, Canadian journalist*

**Deceptive declarations**

The latest PR move of the CETA supporters is a multitude of 39 (!) declarations and statements accompanying the text of the agreement. These texts are designed to alleviate concerns amongst Social Democrats, trade unions, and the wider public who fear that CETA threatens public services, labour and environmental standards and undermines governments’ right to regulate in the public interest. But in fact, the declarations do nothing to fix CETA’s flaws.
All but one declaration are unilateral. This includes a statement by Belgium (agreed upon between its federal and regional governments to overcome the Walloon hold-up of the ratification process) and a paper by the European Commission and the Council on CETA’s controversial investor rights. As the Centre for European Policy Studies (CEPS) think tank has pointed out, these unilateral declarations “do not give a binding interpretation on CETA... nor do they constitute binding EU acts”. 21 In other words: they have no legal weight at all.

Unfortunately, the joint interpretive “instrument” is mostly artful deception.

Scott Sinclair & Stuart Trew, Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives 22

This is different for the EU-Canada “joint interpretative instrument”, which was hammered out by Ottawa and Brussels. This is a legally binding document, which would be considered in future disputes over CETA as a source guiding its interpretation. However, it would be largely without consequences. Because while the instrument might sound re-assuring to those not deeply familiar with the CETA text, it “does not offer any legally secure improvements or solutions for any of the contested and critical points” (German law professor Markus Krajewski 23). In short, it is “artful deception”. 24

Empty words on the right to regulate

Take the right to regulate, for example. The Ottawa-Brussels joint interpretative instrument states: “CETA preserves the ability of the European Union and its Member States and Canada to adopt and apply their own laws and regulations that regulate economic activity in the public interest, to achieve legitimate public policy objectives” ranging from public health to social and consumer protection (article 2). That sounds good. But as Canadian trade experts Scott Sinclair and Stuart Trew explain: “The critical point missing from this statement is that while the parties retain the right to regulate, they must do so in conformity with their CETA obligations and commitments”. 25 So while a government could very well pass a law under CETA, it could still be forced to pay billions in compensation when this law was found to violate its CETA obligations towards foreign investors, for example. The interpretative instrument does not change that. Therefore, its affirmation of the right to regulate is pretty meaningless.

Anyone who had concerns, but is reassured by this, doesn’t know much about law.

Simon Lester, pro free trade CATO Institute, on the EU-Canada CETA instrument, first version 26

The declarations accompanying the CETA text are full of similarly misleading statements that avoid the key problems of the agreement. Lets turn to some key passages and issues in order to see through the big swindle, which CETA supporters are currently engaged in, in order to win support for what is actually a major assault on democracy, workers, and the environment.

Swindle #1: CETA protects workers’ rights

The European Commission praises CETA’s “strong rules on the protection of labour rights”. 27

But the actual labour protections in CETA are poor. Chapter 23 on trade and labour is full of good intentions, such as that “a Party shall not... fail to effectively enforce its labour law and standards to encourage trade or investment” (article 23.4.3). But there is no penalty under CETA if EU countries, Canada, or companies operating there violate a provision like this. Unlike other parts of the text – for example, the rights for foreign investors – CETA’s labour rules cannot be enforced through trade sanctions or financial awards (articles 23.10 and 23.11.1). A violation of CETA’s labour rights would only result in a non-binding process of discussions and recommendations.

Does any of the 39 declarations now accompanying CETA change that? No.

We stand with European workers and members of civil society mobilizing in Germany, Austria, Belgium and elsewhere to resist CETA, which has many of the same dangerous provisions as TTIP.

Linda Silas, President of the Canadian Federation of Nurses Unions 28

European and Canadian trade unions have proposed a protocol 29 – to make CETA’s labour rules effectively enforceable. The issue is important for them as they fear that CETA would put labour standards at risk (as employers can more easily shift capital to locations where standards are weak and laxly enforced).
Previous experience with unenforceable labour chapters in existing EU trade deals (such as those with Columbia and Korea) shows the European Commission took no action, even in the case of egregious labour rights violations well documented by the labour movement.  

Echoing the unions’ demands, Germany’s Social Democrats, too, have stressed that “to make CETA consensual... a sanctioning mechanism must be developed for violations... against labour, social and environmental standards”.  

As trade unions are offered reviews and monitoring, foreign investors still get access to special courts that can deliver them multi-million dollar compensation.

Owen Tudor, British Trade Union Congress (TUC), on the CETA joint interpretative instrument  

CETA’s accompanying statements read like a slap in their face. No EU member state raised labour rights in their unilateral statements. And large parts of the “interpretative instrument” are a mere repetition of CETA’s inconsequential language on the issue, for example, that the EU and Canada “cannot relax their labour laws in order to encourage trade or attract investment” (article 8a). The instrument also indirectly admits that CETA’s labour protections are de facto non-enforceable – because it promises an “early review” of CETA’s labour chapter “with a view” to its “effective enforceability” (article 10a). But just how serious can such a promise be taken after five years of negotiations and two years of legal scrubbing of the CETA text, with ample trade union input on its labour chapter and no changes to its substance? The Canadian Trade Justice Movement, which represents all of Canada’s larger trade unions, the Canadian Labour Congress and a number of NGOs, does not seem to have high hopes. It has slammed the instrument as “a display of arrogant condescension” in light of the “very specific amendments” that had been put forward by labour.  

The low status of labour rights in CETA could have serious implications. Many parts of the agreement could seriously challenge the hard earned rights of workers and trade unions: CETA’s public procurement rules could lead to legal challenges when public authorities link their buying practices to social criteria such as the minimum wage or compliance with collective agreements; CETA’s foreign investor privileges could lead to expensive lawsuits against states when they don’t interfere in long-lasting strikes or when regions establish mandatory minimum staffing levels in hospitals or nursing homes; and the weakening of domestic regulation could present new obstacles to efforts to ensure that services suppliers abide by labour rules. The list goes on and on (see Making Sense of CETA for an analysis of CETA’s different chapters).

Finally, CETA is likely to lead to significant job losses. According to a September 2016 study from Tufts University, 230,000 jobs could be lost in total. This would depress wage growth and by 2023 workers would have foregone average annual earnings of €1776 in Canada and between €316 and €1331 in the EU (depending on the country and compared to a scenario without CETA). The researchers also predict a politically dangerous rise in inequality as the gains from CETA would overwhelmingly go to owners of capital – not workers. These forecasts reflect the experience under previous trade deals such as the North American Free Trade Agreement NAFTA (see the assessment of the US trade union confederation AFL-CIO).

It is high time that Europe’s and Canada’s policymakers wake up to the fact that freeing trade does not necessarily create extra jobs but instead carries a high risk of welfare losses, heightened inequality and fragmentation – all sources feeding the groundswell of discontent.

Economists Servass Storm & Pierre Kohler  

So, rather than protecting workers as its cheerleaders claim, CETA promotes the wealth and power of a very few at the expense of workers. They get nothing but inconsequential feel-good rhetoric. The additional statements and instruments do nothing to change that.

Swindle #2: CETA is a good deal for the environment

According to the European Commission, CETA contains “strong rules on the protection of... the environment”.
But the actual protections in the CETA text are weak. Like the chapter on labour, chapter 22 on sustainable development and chapter 23 on trade and environment contain sweet-sounding language on “trade supporting sustainable development”, “trade favouring environmental protection” and so on. But like the labour chapter, CETA’s environmental provisions cannot be enforced through trade sanctions or financial penalties if they are violated. Victims of environmental abuse cannot bring a claim. Also, CETA does not include provisions that would allow urgently needed environmental and climate policies to overrule, or otherwise be exempt from CETA rules that might endanger them.

There are many rules in CETA which will make it more difficult to fight climate change and protect the environment: CETA’s investor rights could trigger costly lawsuits from polluting companies when governments ban or regulate dirty mines or want to phase-out fossil fuels; CETA’s liberalisations in the agricultural sector and the thin protections for high food production standards would expand an industrial model of farming that is already destroying the planet; CETA’s procurement rules could be used to sideline environmental criteria in the buying practice of public authorities; under CETA’s regulatory cooperation provisions, a series of complex and opaque procedures could lead to butchery in the field of environmental protection and inaction in the future; and as CETA encourages more trade, production and extraction, greenhouse gas emissions are likely to increase. (See Making Sense of CETA for an analysis of the different CETA chapters.)

“early review” of the environmental chapter “with a view” to its “effective enforceability” (article 10a). But the question has to be asked again: how serious can such a promise be after five years of negotiations and two years of legal scrubbing of the CETA text, in which ample input on the enforceability of its environmental and labour provisions – for example, from trade unions – has been ignored?

It is likely that current and future EU regulation for the protection of health, the environment and consumers will be rendered more difficult by the CETA- and TTIP-drafts. The EU precautionary principle and its future application is not sufficiently anchored and safeguarded in the treaty texts.

Law professor Peter-Tobias Stoll, University of Göttingen

On the precautionary principle, consumer and environmental groups have lambasted the “interpretative instrument” as a “bad joke”. The principle is enshrined in the EU treaties and allows policy-makers, for example to ban a product if there is a suspected risk that it will cause harm – but no undisputed scientific consensus. The CETA text does not mention the precautionary principle, but refers to its opposite, the supposed “science-based” approach in which a risk must be unequivocally proven before a product can be banned.

Instead of safeguarding the precautionary principle in the CETA “joint interpretative instrument”, the EU and Canada “reaffirm the commitments with respect to precaution that they have undertaken in international agreements” (article 1d). Friends of the Earth Germany (BUND) told Corporate Europe Observatory that this reference to international agreements (which include, for example, the World Trade Organisation) could even worsen CETA’s impact on precautionary measures. The WTO only allows provisional actions under the precautionary principle: one of the reasons the EU has lost WTO challenges (pursued by Canada) against its import ban for hormone-treated beef and its strict GMO policy. That the interpretative instrument reaffirms treaties, under which the EU has lost claims when it applied the precautionary principle, is an “absurd farce”, BUND has argued.
If politicians call CETA a gold standard for international trade, they are suppressing its fatal flaws. With CETA, plate is sold as gold.

Matthias Flieder, environmental group Greenpeace

In a separate, unilateral declaration (number 7 in the Council minutes), the European Commission states that “nothing in CETA prevents the application of the precautionary principle in the European Union as set out in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union”. Canadian trade experts Scott Sinclair and Stuart Trew have argued that this is “cynically circular, since precautionary measures that violate CETA’s rules on investment, domestic regulation, cross-border trade in services, technical barriers to trade, etc., could still be disputed by aggrieved investors or by the Canadian state.” To rub salt in the wound, unilateral declarations “do not give a binding interpretation on CETA... nor do they constitute binding EU acts”.

In short, the pro-environment rhetoric around CETA is pretty empty and meaningless. It is nothing but an attempt to greenwash a deal which poses real threats to the environment and strong action to save the planet from climate disaster.

Swindle #3: CETA’s investor rights safeguard the right to regulate to protect the environment, health and other public interests

According to the European Commission, “CETA ensures protection for investments while enshrining the right of governments to regulate in the public interest, including when such regulations affect a foreign investment.”

The critical point missing in this statement is, again, that while parties have the right to regulate, their regulations must be in line with their CETA obligations and commitments. And CETA’s chapter eight on investment contains the same wide-ranging ‘substantive’ rights for foreign investors as existing international treaties, which have been the legal basis for hundreds of investor lawsuits against states – including against regulations to protect health, the environment, and other public interests. Examples include the protection against direct and indirect expropriation (article 8.12) and fair and equitable treatment (article 8.10).

With these extreme corporate rights, many egregious investor attacks could take place under CETA. Examples from similar previous cases include energy company Vattenfall’s €1.4 billion challenge against Germany for Hamburg city’s imposition of environmental standards on a coal-fired power plant (which was settled when Germany agreed on lower standards); or mining company Bilcon’s US$101 million lawsuit against Canada over the rejection of a large quarry, following an impact assessment warning of potential adverse social and environmental effects (which Canada lost).

In light of the large stock and flows of transatlantic investment, introducing foreign investment protection in TTIP and CETA will potentially lead to a large number of investor-state claims and subsequently to high legal fees and billions of damages paid out of public budgets.

Statement by 101 law professors from 24 EU countries, opposing CETA’s & TTIP’s investor rights

Under CETA, tribunals deciding such claims could not order governments to reserve or rewrite a law (article 8.39.1). But it doesn’t take much to imagine how, by empowering multinationals to claim eye-watering sums in compensation for public decisions, CETA’s investor rights could make politicians reluctant to enact desirable safeguards if those are opposed by big business. Examples of such regulatory chill include the above mentioned settlement between Germany and Vattenfall and the delayed implementation of anti-smoking rules in Canada and New Zealand, following lawsuit threats and actual claims by big tobacco.

Do the declarations, which are now accompanying CETA change that? The answer is no.

How will governments react when they face even a low risk of losing a CETA claim? If the amounts at stake run into the hundreds of millions or billions of dollars, any responsible government can be expected to think twice about this risk.

Law professor Gus van Harten, Osgoode Hall Law School
The EU-Canada “interpretative instrument” states that “CETA clarifies that governments may change their laws, regardless of whether this may negatively affect an investment or investor’s expectations or profits” (article 6b). Again, this misses the criticism of CETA’s investment chapter. As Canadian law Professor Gus van Harten explains: “The problem is not that CETA prevents laws and regulations outright. It is that the CETA will make some laws and regulations too risky to pursue by putting an uncertain and potentially huge price tag on them… And it is the fact of the risk – i.e. a non-negligible risk of potentially massive liability for the state – that gives foreign investors their special bargaining power to undermine democratic regulation.” 52

In addition, the “interpretative instrument” contains a long list of misleading and, sometimes, factually wrong claims on CETA’s investment part. For example, it states that

- “CETA will not result in foreign investors being treated more favourably than domestic investors” (article 6a). But CETA allows only foreign investors to bypass domestic courts and sue states directly in parallel tribunals – domestic firms (and citizens) simply do not have this privilege.

- “CETA includes clearly defined investment protection standards... and provides clear guidance to dispute resolution Tribunals on how these standards should be applied” (article 6c). That is untrue. Many of CETA’s investment provisions are ambiguous and leave ample room for interpretation, opening the door to totally unforeseeable rulings by tribunals. (Gus van Harten runs through some examples in his analysis of the interpretative instrument 54)

- “CETA clarifies that any compensation due to an investor will be based on an objective determination by the Tribunal and will not be greater than the loss suffered by the investor” (article 6b). This might be read as a guarantee that investors will only be compensated for money that they actually spent on a project. But under the extensive case law in the field, expected profits are generally considered to be part of the “loss suffered by the investor”. This means that CETA tribunals could order states to pay unlimited amounts in compensation – including for investors’ lost expected future profits (like in the case of Libya which was ordered to pay US$900 million for “lost profits” from a tourism project, even though the investor had only invested US$5 million and construction had never started). 55

It is a fundamental problem that investors’ rights get strengthened through additional international rights and procedures, while the solution of other problems should be the top priority: the better enforcement of labour rights, for example.

German trade union confederation DGB 56

So, rather than safeguarding the right to regulate as its proponents claim, CETA will force governments to pay when they regulate - whether it is to protect the environment, health or other public interests. And this threat alone is a sure-fire way to bully decision-makers, potentially curtailing desirable policymaking.

Swindle #4: CETA protects public services like healthcare and water

In September 2016, European Trade Commissioner Cecilia Malmström assured the Austrian Parliament (and in nearly identical wording also the Belgian one): “What about public services – known here as “Daseinsvorsorge” – like healthcare? This agreement protects them. Unambiguously. Public authorities – local, regional and national – will continue to have full freedom to organise public services as they wish. There is no obligation on anyone to privatisate anything. And if services have already been privatised they can be renationalised.” 57

The actual CETA text, however, is pretty dangerous for public services.

Probably the biggest threat to public services comes from the far-reaching foreign investor rights in CETA’s chapter eight. While Canada, the EU and its member states have inserted a number of public service reservations and exemptions in the CETA, none of these do apply to the deal’s investor-state dispute settlement provisions (chapter 8, section F). And they don’t apply to the most dangerous investor protection standards, like expropriation (article 8.12) and fair and equitable treatment (article 8.10). This makes regulations in sensitive public service sectors such as education, water, health, social welfare, and pensions prone to all kinds of expensive investor claims.

Around the world, public service regulations have been targets of investor-state claims. When, in response to its 2001-2002 economic crisis, Argentina froze utility rates to secure people’s access to energy and water, it was hit by numerous lawsuits. Estonia is
currently defending a €90 million claim over its refusal to increase water rates. And Slovakia has already been ordered to pay €22 million plus interest and legal fees in compensation because, in 2002, the government reversed the health privatisation policies of the previous administration, requiring health insurers to operate on a not-for-profit basis.58

Public water operators are not clearly excluded from the CETA. We say ‘no’ to the CETA text.

German association of public water operators59

So, when Commissioner Malmström claims that “if services have already been privatised they can be renationalised” under CETA, she misses the point. Because governments could end up paying billions in compensation to foreign investors in return. The decision would be taken by a panel of for profit arbitrators (rather than independent judges), would be based on CETA’s extreme investor privileges (rather than a country’s constitution, which balances the rights of property holders) and could include compensation for loss of expected future profits (which are rarely compensable under most constitutions). Facing such an incalculable risk, governments might not go ahead with their plans to take services back into public hands – even when past privatisations have been failures. This could threaten the growing trend of re-municipalisation of water services (in France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, and Hungary), energy grids (in Germany and Finland), and transport services (in the UK and France), as well as a potential roll-back of some of the failed privatisations of the UK’s National Health Service (NHS) to strengthen non-profit healthcare providers.

But CETA’s investment chapter is not the only danger for public services. Chapter nine on trade in services, too, includes obligations that could render roll-backs of privatisations illegal and limit Malmström’s acclaimed freedom for public authorities “to organise public services as they wish”. Because the reservations, which Canada, the EU and its member states have put forward with regards to public services, are patchy. And thanks to CETA’s far-reaching negative list approach to liberalising services, every service sector and related measures which are not explicitly excluded from CETA’s commitments, are automatically covered by them.

Three examples show what this could mean in practice60:

- The market access rules in CETA’s services chapter may impair efforts to establish adequate staffing levels in hospitals or nursing homes. Regulations defining the minimum number of staff per bed or resident could be interpreted as numerical quotas forbidden under CETA.

- Under CETA, 11 EU member have opted into liberalising long-term care such as residential homes for the elderly (Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Spain, and the UK). This could stand in the way of measures protecting the sector against asset-stripping strategies of financial investors like those that lead to the collapse of the care home operator Southern Cross in the UK. An unsustainable sale and leaseback business model had driven Southern Cross into bankruptcy, causing turmoil for thousands of old people.

- In four provinces, Canada has made CETA reservations for public automobile insurance, which, according to consumer groups, benefits drivers through lower costs and better compensation for those seriously injured in accidents. Other provinces could not adopt public auto insurance without violating CETA’s market access obligations.

No amount of spin can hide that these trade agreements provide benefits for the largest corporations on earth but kill jobs and public services for ordinary people.

Rosa Pavanelli, General Secretary of Public Services International (PSI)61

Does the “joint interpretative instrument” by Canada and the EU contain anything that will protect public services? Again, the answer is no.

Examples of legal language to effectively protect public services exist. In February 2016, the Chamber of Labour Vienna and the European Federation of Public Services Unions (EPSU) published a study containing “model clauses for the exclusion of public services from trade and investment agreements”. One clause starts like this: “This agreement does not apply to
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public services and to measures regulating, providing or financing public services”. Then follows a long definition of public services (a term which cannot be found anywhere in CETA, by the way).

The CETA “interpretative instrument” by Canada and the EU, on the other hand, does not incorporate such clear language. Rather, it contains misleading claims which avoid CETA’s key problems, while sounding reassuring to people who are not experts on the issue. For example, the instrument’s article 4c restates that CETA will not “prevent governments... from bringing back under public control services that governments had chosen to privatise” (while CETA will make these nationalisations potentially too expensive and therefore too risky to pursue). It also states in article 11 that “CETA will not prevent the reversal of a decision to allow the commercial use of water” (while, again, CETA will make these reversals potentially too expensive and therefore too risky to pursue). 63

The Declaration downplays the CETA’s impediments to public services.

Law professor Gus van Harten, Osgoode Hall Law School, on the joint interpretative instrument 64

In short, CETA severely limits governments’ ability to create, expand, restore, and regulate public services. This threatens people’s rights to access services like water, health care, and energy, as well as labour conditions in these sectors. Claiming that CETA protects public services without changing the deal’s provisions that work to the contrary is wishful thinking, at best.

Swindle #5: CETA establishes an independent court to settle investor-state disputes

The European Commission claims that CETA establishes an investment court system (transformed into a proper “investment court” by parts of the media), which is “independent” and will settle disputes between investors, Canada, the EU and its member states in an “impartial manner”. 65

CETA’s chapter 8, section F on the “resolution of investment disputes between investors and states” grants corporations the right to bypass national courts and directly file highly enforceable multi-billion euro compensation claims against states in international tribunals. But the tribunals are not judicially independent. Rather, they have a built-in, pro-investor bias.

Investor-state dispute settlement chapters are anomalous in that they provide protection for investors but not for States or for the population. They allow investors to sue States but not vice-versa.

Open letter of ten independent UN experts and special rapporteurs 66

Under CETA, investor-state lawsuits would be decided by a tribunal of three for-profit arbitrators with vested interests. Unlike judges, they would not have a fixed salary, but be paid per case, with US$3,000 per day (article 8.27.14, referring to the standard payroll in investment arbitration). In a one-sided system where only the investors can sue, this creates a strong systemic incentive to side with them – because as long as the system pays out for investors, more claims and more money will be coming to the arbitrators.

There are other flaws which make CETA’s investment tribunal prone to bias. There is no cooling-off period before or after the appointment of its members and they will neither be banned from sitting as arbitrators in other cases nor from private lawyering (outside the narrow scope of investment disputes, see article 8.30.1). So, they could be part of the small club of investment lawyers who have until now driven the boom in investment arbitration and grown their own business – by encouraging investors to sue and by interpreting investment law expansively to encourage more claims. The selection criteria for the members of the tribunal also exclude expertise in legal areas outside of this club – areas which are less dominated by commercial interests, but might be relevant for rulings, such as national administrative, labour, or environmental law (article 28.27.4).

Citing the flaws in the proposed appointment procedure for the arbitrators and doubts about their financial independence, Germany’s largest association of judges and public prosecutors has questioned the investment court system (ICS) as it is included in CETA and also proposed for its twin deal TTIP: “Neither the
proposed procedure for the appointment of judges of the ICS nor their position meet the international requirements for the independence of courts”, the judges wrote in a statement published in February 2016. The European Association of Judges has similar concerns.

What does the EU-Canada “interpretative instrument” do to address these concerns? Exactly nothing.

It merely re-states the claim that CETA “establishes an independent, impartial” tribunal and that “strict ethical rules” have been set for tribunal members to “ensure their independence and impartiality, the absence of conflict of interest, bias or appearance of bias” (article 6f). The instrument also contains the promise that Canada, the EU, and its member states “have agreed to begin immediately further work on a code of conduct to further ensure the impartiality of the members of the Tribunals, on the method and level or their remuneration and the process for their selection. The common aim is to conclude the work by the entry into force of CETA” (article 6f).

After five years of negotiations and two years of legal scrubbing of the CETA deal, with ample public input on its investment chapter, how plausible is it that this “further work” will lead to a truly independent dispute settlement system?

This question also has to be asked about the flimsy last-minute promises that the European Commission made to overcome the hold-up of the CETA ratification by the Walloon government. No one in her right mind would sign a contract which states one thing on the basis of promises that something very different will happen in the future. But the Commission seems to try exactly this: make the European Parliament and EU member states ratify an international treaty which will forever bind our societies, on the basis of vague promises that it will be improved in the future.

In a separate statement on the CETA (number 36 in the Council minutes), the Commission promises “further review, without delay, of the dispute settlement mechanism”. It states that CETA arbitrators “will be paid by the European Union and Canada on a permanent basis” (which is not the case under the CETA text); that “the system should progress towards judges who are employed full time” (which is, again, not the case in the CETA text); and that there will be “an obligatory and binding code of conduct” (already indicated at in CETA, but not in the treaty text) for the arbitrators including rules regarding the “disclosure of their past and current activities” and a possible cooling-off period. Finally, “work towards the establishment of a multilateral investment court” is mentioned, “which will replace the bilateral system established by CETA.”

The corrections to the old investment tribunal system are not enough. The substantive law continues to privilege foreign investors and establishes a parallel legal system undermining the constitutional jurisdiction. Both is unacceptable and has to change.

Hertha Däubler-Gmelin, former German minister of justice

While these promised changes could improve the process to settle investor disputes, not a single word in the Council-Commission statement tackles CETA’s flawed substantive investor rules, on which future tribunals would base their decisions. So, the fundamental imbalances and problems of CETA’s investment protection would remain: it would empower thousands of corporations to sue governments over legitimate and non-discriminatory public interest measures (a problem which could be worsened through the bizarre Commission proposal to ease the access of small and medium enterprises to the system, including through public co-financing of claims); it could lead to billions in taxpayer money paid to corporations, including for missed future profits that they hypothetically could have earned; it is a sure-fire way to bully decision-makers, potentially curtailing desirable policy-making; it grants exceptionally powerful rights and privileges to foreign investors – rights that no one else in a society has – without any obligations. The proposed multilateral investment court, too, would be exclusively accessible to foreign investors and would not take into account environmental protection, human rights and other non-corporate considerations, which are balanced in constitutional and European legal systems.

The creation of special courts for certain groups of litigants is the wrong way forward.

Deutscher Richterbund, Germany’s largest association of judges and public prosecutors

So, while CETA proponents praise its system to settle disputes between foreign investors and states for its “independence”, the process is actually heavily slanted
in favour of foreign investors. And the proposal for a multilateral court, a kind of world supreme court for corporations, would further formalise rights for foreign corporations that neither domestic investors nor citizens have.

**Swindle #6: CETA will uphold standards to protect people and the environment**

According to European Trade Commissioner Cecilia Malmström, CETA will “fully uphold Europe's high standards.” On its website, the Commission even claims that “standards and regulations related to food safety, product safety, consumer protection, health, environment, social or labour standards etc. will remain untouched” (emphasis added).

But several chapters in CETA directly contradict those empty words designed to reassure.

**The overall thrust of CETA’s chapters pertaining to regulation is to speed up the regulatory process for business but put obstacles in the path of governments attempting to introduce new rules.**

Ellen Gould, Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives

Chapter 12 on domestic regulation commits Canada, the EU, its member states, local and regional governments to adopt or maintain licensing and qualification procedures that are “as simple as possible” for corporations (article 12.3.7), unless they are listed in a complicated annex. The commitment to make the approval process for a nuclear reactor, a pipeline, a food processing plant, or a bank “as simple as possible” is likely to impact future standards. For instance, reforms to strengthen banking supervision and risk management as recommended by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision could be considered a violation of chapter 12. Nothing in the CETA text balances the simplicity criterion with other values that a society may have – such as ensuring that a proposed pipeline does not destroy the environment or that local residents have a say.

A second threat to European and Canadian protection standards lies in chapter 21 on regulatory cooperation. With the aim of reducing differences in regulation, it establishes a series of dialogues, consultations and a “Regulatory Cooperation Forum” (article 21.6). Similar ‘voluntary’ dialogues and fora between the United States and the European Union have already had the effect of lowering standards, to the detriment of environmental and health protections.

Take electronic waste for instance. In 1998, a proposal from the European Commission backed by the European Parliament included plans to ban hazardous substances in electronic waste. Through a dialogue process bearing all the traits of regulatory cooperation under CETA, US officials and business lobbyists attacked the proposal, referring to its much vaunted negative impacts on transatlantic trade. In 2002, when the waste directive was adopted, the hazardous substances part had been significantly weakened. It took a court case by the Danish government and the European Parliament to finally take one substance which was to be banned in the original proposal (deca-BDE) off the EU market – ten years after it was first proposed. This is the power of regulatory cooperation.

Ellen Gould from the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives has pictured how CETA would “exert enormous pressures on governments to never take... important initiatives”. Referring to the 1997 French ban on hazardous asbestos, she writes: “If CETA had been in place, Canada and its asbestos industry would have had many powerful tools to keep the French ban from ever coming into being. The asbestos industry could have threatened a CETA investor-state suit demanding billions in compensation; the ban could have been opposed by companies using asbestos arguing it had not been established in advance of when they got their licenses;... through CETA’s regulatory co-operation provisions, Canada would have been able to attack the ban in closed door meetings even before French citizens were advised it was being considered. And finally, if these efforts had failed, as a CETA party Canada could have demanded delays in implementation of the ban, giving the asbestos lobby more time to fight it.”

The threat of undue Canadian influence on environmental regulations such as REACH, is real. Canada has previously challenged a number of laws of the EU and its Member States, including REACH.

Center for International Environmental Law (CIEL) on the CETA threat to the EU’s chemical regulation REACH
Does the “joint interpretative declaration” by Canada and the EU protect standards against the CETA attack? Far from it.

The declaration repeats what can be found in the European Commission’s PR on the issue. It claims that “CETA will... not lower our respective standards and regulations related to food safety, product safety, consumer protection, health, environment or labour protection” (article 1d). And it stresses that regulatory cooperation “will be voluntary: regulatory authorities can cooperate on a voluntary basis but do not have an obligation to do so, or to apply the outcome of their cooperation” (article 3).

But the weakening of the electronic waste directive described above, was the result of exactly such a voluntary transatlantic dialogue process. Moreover, if the EU or Canada refuse to cooperate, according to CETA (article 21.2 (6)), they have to be prepared to explain their reasons – an additional pressure for governments to cooperate, whatever the cost for our standards.

So, rather than upholding social, environmental, or health standards, CETA poses a real risk of lowering them. It results in heavy additional burden on regulators and strengthens the role of business lobbyists in the development of regulations, potentially undermining not only the development of much needed regulations, but also our democracies.

A top draw for corporations

The European Commission and the Canadian Government are pitching CETA as “the most forward-looking free trade agreement that Canada or the EU have ever negotiated”. European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker has called it “our best and most progressive trade agreement”.

Nothing could be further from the truth.

CETA is a long list of what governments and parliaments are no longer allowed to do. For example, if they want to fight climate change. Or social inequality. Or regulate banks. Or reverse failed privatisations. Or tackle any other of the pressing problems of our times. In fact, CETA will worsen many of these problems. And CETA can force governments to pay when they choose to press ahead with pro-people and environmental policies for which they have been elected by their citizens.

Rather than the “best” trade agreement for the citizens of Canada and the EU, CETA clearly is a top draw for corporations on both sides of the Atlantic. With CETA, they get ample new ammunition to bully governments and local authorities over regulations which could hamper their profits.

CETA’s bumpy road ahead

On a positive note, we can expect many more serious looks at what CETA really means for EU member states and citizens. Because CETA will require ratification in every EU member state. Even if it was rushed through the European Parliament by early 2017, as is currently foreseen, the deal will still require votes in the parliaments of 28 EU member states before it can come into full effect.

So there will be many opportunities to see through the big CETA swindle – and for the deal to be derailed.

Unions, environmental campaigners and consumer organisations will mobilise at every stage to defeat the deal, or prevent parts of it from coming into effect.

Owen Tudor, British Trade Union Congress (TUC)
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It is high time that Europe’s and Canada’s policymakers wake up to the fact that freeing trade does not necessarily create extra jobs but instead carries a high risk of welfare losses, heightened inequality and fragmentation – all sources feeding the groundswell of discontent.

Economists Servass Storm & Pierre Kohler